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There is a growing body of literature highlighting the role of
medical device design in preventing (or facilitating) adverse
events.1-9 However, adverse event investigations in medicine
often overlook subtle, latent hazards in design.6 These inquiries
often end (prematurely) with recommendations for remediation,
new policies, and “soporific injunctions about better training.”10

However, these are the weakest and least sustainable options for
improving human performance or system safety11 and reflect an
impoverishment of ideas about what it is possible to do. In
contrast, identification and subsequent modification of the
nonhuman contributors to the event can have a lasting influence
because they will outlast institutional or individual memory, the
effect of training, or knowledge of policies.

In this issue of Annals, 2 articles describe untoward events
involving monitor/defibrillators. Stewart12 reports a significant
delay in defibrillation caused by leads-off artifact which
mimicked asystole, and Hoyer et al13 report an incidental
finding during a simulation study involving the inadvertent
powering down of a defibrillator when defibrillation was
intended.

Stewart12 describes a code team working on a cardiac arrest
patient for 13 minutes while the monitor/defibrillator was
inadvertently set to “paddles” mode, creating an artifact that led
them to treat the patient for what they thought was pulseless
electrical activity and asystole. In reality, the providers were
responding to artifact and likely missed an opportunity to
provide early defibrillation to a patient in ventricular fibrillation.
Once shocks were delivered, the patient regained a pulse but
had sustained profound neurologic injury. Although initial
reactions to this event might be to provide retraining or
reminders, these are known to be short-lived and ineffective
interventions. Better solutions, as the author points out, might
be to replace the paddles with multifunction pads (which allow
monitoring), change the default lead selection, or eliminate
older monitor/defibrillators that do not automatically detect
wrong lead selection. Although these interventions need to be
carefully evaluated and may require investment, they at least

offer the prospect for real and sustained change, whereas adding
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training or posting reminders gives only the appearance of
activity.

In the second article, Hoyer et al13 described an unexpected
finding during a simulation study, in which they observed 5
occurrences of physicians inadvertently powering down a
defibrillator when they intended to deliver a shock. This misstep
was probably facilitated by the design of the controls and the
lack of a forcing function that would not allow a fully charged
monitor/defibrillator to be powered off without confirmation.
The authors point out that common devices (eg, multimedia
projectors) require confirmation before powering down and ask
why defibrillators would be designed without this protection.

Technologies often fail to deliver their promised benefits
when they are not designed in a way that matches the needs,
cognitive processes, and environments of the intended
users.14-18 In addition, purchasers (eg, hospital supply
officials) and end users seem naive about the role that device
design can play in enhancing or degrading safe and effective
performance.19,20

Even worse, manufacturers have publicly taken the stand that
it is up to the end user to use the device correctly, as long as
there is an instruction manual that describes “correct
operation.”21 In fact, in a recent litigation involving inadvertent
delivery of an unsynchronized shock (triggering ventricular
fibrillation) when synchronized cardioversion was intended, a
vendor’s representative has testified under oath that a physician
should have taken time to ask emergency department (ED) staff
for an operator’s manual for the monitor/defibrillator and read
it after he arrived in the ED to perform a cardioversion.21

Although simulation studies have shown that this kind of
mishap is relatively common,8 these attitudes suggest a complete
loss of touch with the actual environment in which medical
devices are used. It would be hard to find a physician or nurse
who has even seen or would know where to find, much less
read, an operator’s manual for any of the devices they use in
their daily practice. No other hazardous industry would deploy
technology in this manner, putting the burden of proof on the
user to prove that a device is hazardous, rather than on the
vendor to prove that it is not.22

If one takes a systems approach to designing a medical device
in a user-centered manner, then the device would match the

way practitioners think, the way they operate in their daily
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practice, and the limitations of their environment and working
conditions.23 Such an approach adds expense to development
(although it may save overall resources from the societal point of
view), so there is currently a negative incentive for developers to
attend to the problems of usability. In addition, a recent
Supreme Court ruling has limited the liability of medical device
manufacturers,24 decreasing the threat of litigation. Although
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires a human
factors analysis during the approval process for new medical
devices,25 these analyses are neither independent nor publicly
available; their adequacy is clearly questioned by the fact that
both the devices in these cases were FDA approved. Other
potential actors such as The Joint Commission, state
departments of health, professional organizations, and payers
have paid even less attention to medical device design. The
factor of public dread that has motivated public and regulatory
safety efforts in the nuclear power, aviation, chemical, and oil
industries is not salient because adverse events and near misses
in health care are small in their destructive potential. In
addition, when compared to these industries, incident
investigations in health care tend to be superficial, lacking in
resources and technical sophistication, and are not independent
of stakeholder interests, all of which are factors that limit the
potential for learning. This unfortunately leaves pressure from
consumers as the sole motivating factor for improvement, but
the primary consumers, hospital supply officials, are not focused
on patient safety and seem unaware of design issues.

However, simply shifting the blame to device manufacturers,
who are also working under severe constraints, will not solve the
problem. We rather wish to foster a greater sense of shared
responsibility and an understanding among hospital supply
officers and root cause analysis teams that the design of medical
devices can have an enormous influence on patient safety and
thus warrants more attention. In linguistics, there is an
aphorism that a native speaker of a language can never make a
grammatical error (because, after all, the language is that which
native speakers speak). A similar attitude should inform adverse
event investigations related to devices; if a reasonable user
appears to have made an error with a device, we should start by
presuming a design problem rather than a user problem and
work from that starting point to find avenues for improvement.

There is an ethical component to patient safety26; we have an
ethical responsibility to respond to adverse events and near
misses by improving the system in ways that will protect future
patients. Especially once we know what can happen, we cannot
be satisfied with weak solutions that provide the illusion of
action but will accomplish little or nothing, such as new policy,
exhortation, and training. Caregivers, supply officers, health care
leaders, regulators, manufacturers, and users of medical devices
must take into account the role device design can play in
improving safety. This will require both will and resources, but
to do nothing condemns both patients and clinicians to future
tragedies.
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